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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H” denote hyperbolic space of dimension n, and let S be an index set for a 
finite collection of open half spaces H,’ in H” bounded by codimension one 
hyperplanes H,. We assume that for all distinct s, t E S either H, n Hz is not 
empty and the (interior) dihedral angle of H;’ n H;’ along H, n H1 has size 
r/m,, for certain integers m,, = m,, 2 2, or H, n Hz is empty while H,” fl H,+ is 
not empty. In the latter case we put m,, = mrs = KI and we also put mss = 1. 
Under these assumptions the intersection C = n, H,’ is not empty, and its 
closure D is called a hyperbolic Coxeter polytope. 
By abuse of notation let s E S also denote the reflection of H” in the hyper- 
plane H,. Now the group W of motions of H” generated by the reflections 
s E S is discrete, and D is a strict fundamental domain for the action of W on 
H”. Moreover ( W, S) is a Coxeter group with Coxeter matrix M = (m,,), i.e. 
W has a presentation with generators s E S and relations (~t)~‘,’ = 1 for 
s, f E S. Let e(w) denote the length of w E W with respect o the generating set 
S, and let Pw(t) E Z[[t]] be the Poincare series of W defined by Pw(t) = 
c, YQW). 
Theorem. If D hasfinite hyperbolic volume then we have the relation 
if n is even 
2 
if n is odd. 
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For D compact this can be derived from the work by Serre on the cohomology of 
discrete groups [Se]. Here we obtain the result as a consequence of the 
differential volume formula of Schlafli. This method was inspired by a recent 
paper of Kellerhals where volzn(D) was computed in case D is a (possibly simply 
or doubly truncated) orthoscheme [Kel, IH]. 
The above theorem is essentially just a specialization of the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem to the present situation [Ho, Fe, AW, Ch, Sal. Nevertheless I have found 
it worthwhile to write these things up in some detail in order to emphasize the 
elementary nature of this approach. For partial results on the computation or 
vol,(D) for n odd one is referred to [Ke2, Ke3] and the references mentioned 
there. 
The author would like to thank E.N. Looijenga and H. de Vries for helpful 
discussions. 
2. THE DIFFERENTIAL VOLUME FORMULA OF SCHL;iFLI AND SOME 
CONSEQUENCES 
Let D be a spherical or a hyperbolic simplex of dimension IZ. The codimen- 
sion one faces of D are labeled D, for s E S an index set of cardinality n + 1. The 
faces of D are of the form DJ = nstJ D, with J a proper subset of S. Clearly 
DJ has codimension (J(. The interior angle of D along DJ is denoted by DJ. 
Clearly D J is a simplicial cone in a euclidean space of dimension IJ], and it also 
determines a spherical simplex D J f~ S IJI- ’ of dimension ]JI - 1. Note that the 
simplex D is determined up to motions by its dihedral angles aJ := 
voli (DJ n S ‘) with J c S and IJ/ = 2. 
Theorem (differential volume formula of Schlafli): For J c S with IJI = 2 we 
have 
& (VOW)) = 5 VO~,-~(DJ) 
where E = 1 if D is a spherical simplex and E = - 1 $0 is a hyperbolic simplex. 
In the spherical case this formula was found by Schlafli in 1852 [SC]. The three 
dimensional hyperbolic version goes back to Lobachevsky [Co]. A nice and 
simple proof of this formula (valid in both spherical and hyperbolic case) was 
given by Kneser [Kn, BH]. 
Corollary. Renormalize vol,(D) by putting G,(D) = vol,(D)/vol,(S’). For 
J c S with IJJ = 2 we have 
G,(D) 
dG1(DJnS’) 
= a?,_@~). 
Proof. This is just a reformulation of the differential volume formula using that 
vol,(S”) = 2T(“+1)/2T((n + 1)/2)-l. 0 
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Theorem freduction formula): Wirh the convention G-1 ( .) = 1 we have 
&*(l + (-l)“)G,@) = C (-l)“‘Glr,-,(D’ n S”‘-‘). 
15s 
Proof. By induction on the dimension n of D. The case n = 1 is trivial. In case 
n = 2 and D is a triangle with angles a, p, y the equality of the left hand side 
(2&/&r)vol2(D) and the right hand side (1 - $ + (1/(27r))(o + p + y)) is a fa- 
miliar formula. Now suppose n 2 3. Suppose J c S with ]JJ = 2. We will check 
that the derivatives of both sides with respect o the renormalized dihedral angle 
Gi (DJ n S’) of D along DJ are equal. This implies that the formula is correct 
upto an additive constant. Indeed for the left hand side we get 
&*(I +(-I)“) oGy;;“,)sl, = ,(‘+/*(l + (-I)“-*)G,-*(II,), 
1 
and for the right hand side we get 
= K5%,J (-l)‘K’G~~~-l((D~)K rlSIKi-‘). 
Here we have used that for J c I4 S we have (D’)J = (DJ)“‘. Hence we arrive 
at the reduction formula for the face DJ. It remains to check the constant. In the 
spherical case we take D a simplex with all dihedral angles equal to 71/2. Hence 
Gn(D) = 2-“-l and the reduction formula reduces in this case to the correct 
identity (1 + (-I)“)2-“-I = xi=, (“k+‘)(- 4)“. This proves the reduction for- 
mula for D a spherical simplex. Taking a shrinking sequence of spherical 
simplices it follows that the angle sum on the right hand side of the reduction 
formula vanishes for a euclidean simplex D. In turn this also shows that the 
constant matches for D a hyperbolic simplex. IJ 
For spherical simplices the reduction formula is due to SchEfli. Unaware of 
Schhifli’s work the reduction formula was rediscovered by Poincare with a dif- 
ferent and elegant proof [PO]. The extension from a spherical to a hyperbolic 
simplex was made by Hopf [Ho]. 
Corollary. Suppose D is a convex hyperbolic polytope with jinite volume and of 
dimension n. Denote by F(D) the collection offaces of D, andfor F a face of D of 
codimension IF/ write DF for rhe interior angle (in RWIF’) of D along F. Then the 
following reduction formula holds 
G,(D) = & (-~)“‘G,P,-@~ ns’F’-i). 
Proof. If D is unbounded but with finite volume then some vertices of D lie on 
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the boundary of H”. At such a cusp like vertex the size of the interior angle of D 
equals zero. Hence by continuity we may assume that D is bounded. For 
D = U Di a simplicial subdivision of D we get 
G,,(D) = c 2 cos 
i 
=~I&-l)“‘Gl,l_,(D/nS’l’-‘) 
= 7 (,[iF (-l)‘llG,rl_~(D;“S”‘-l) 
I, - 
where F runs over the faces of D, and we write (i, Z) N F if the relative interior 
of Di,r is contained in the relative interior of F. Since for fixed (i, I) - F the 
interior angles D,! with Dj?J = Di,l make up an interior angle DF x R”‘- IF’ we 
conclude that 
C (-l)“‘Glrl~,(D~nS’ll-‘) = (-l)‘F’GIFI_,(DFnS’F’-l), 
(&I) -F 
because the Euler characteristic of the relative interior of F is equal to 
(-1) dim(F) . 0 
A direct consequence of this corollary is the Gauss-Bonnet formula for 
hyperbolic space forms originally derived by Hopf along these lines. 
Corollary. For r a group acting discretely on H 2n with a smooth compact oriented 
quotient r \ H 2n the Euler characteristic x(T \ H2”) of r \ H 2n is given by 
x(r\ H2”)vo12,(S2”) = (-i)"2V012n(r\ H2n). 
3. HYPERBOLIC COXETER GROUPS 
Let M = (m,[) be a Coxeter matrix, i.e. mss = 1 for all s E S and m,, = 
m, E {2,3,. . . , co} for all s, t E S. Let G = (gst) with g,, = -2 cos(7r/mSr) if m,, 
is finite, and if m,, = co let g,, = -2cst with cst = cts 2 1 an additional param- 
eter. Let V be a real vector space with basis {as; s E S}, and equip Y with a 
symmetric bilinear form by (cx,, ot) = g,,. For (Y E I/ with (a, o) = 2 let 
ra E GL( V) be the orthogonal reflection in the hyperplane perpendicular to a: 
r@(X) = X - (A, (Y)CY for X E V. Let ( W, S) be the Coxeter system corresponding 
to the matrix M. The homomorphism o : W -+ GL( V) defined by a(s) = rS for 
s E S (rS is short for r,$) is the (possibly deformed) geometric representation. 
The theory as developed for example in [Hu, Chapter 51 for the ordinary (i.e. 
cst = 1 if m,, = CO) geometric representation goes through verbatim in the pre- 
sent situation. 
Let V’ be the dual vector space of V and {&; s E S} the basis of V* dual to 
{% s E S}. Hence (&, at) = S,, for all s, t E S where (., .) also denotes the 
pairing between V’ and V. For J c S we put 
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CJ:= Cx&; x,=Oifs~J, x,>Oifs@J 
{ 
. 
s 
Clearly Cs = (0) and C := Co is an open simplicial cone. The closure D of C 
admits a partition D = UJ CJ and CJ is a face of D of codimension IJ(. For 
w E W and c E V’ write w(t) for c*(w)(<). TheTits cone 
U := u w(D) 
w 
is a convex cone in V*. Moreover C, n w( CJ) is not empty for I, J c S and 
w E W if and only if Z = J and w E WJ. Here WJ is the (parabolic) subgroup of 
W generated by J. 
Let V’ be the orthocomplement in V” of the kernel K of the symmetric bi- 
linear form (. , .) on I’. Clearly V/K inherits a canonical non-degenerate sym- 
metric bilinear form from I’, and since V/K and V’ are dual vector spaces this 
form can be transferred to V’. By abuse of notation we denote this form again 
by (. , .). For J c S let GJ denote the submatrix of G with indices taken from J. 
Proposition. Suppose the matrix G is indecomposable and has smallest eigenvalue 
< 0. Let J c S such that GJ is positive definite. Then there exists a vector 
<J E CJ n V’ with ([J, 55) < 0, and CJ n V’ is aface of thepolyhedral cone D n V’ 
of codimension ) JI. 
Proof. Let J c S such that GJ is positive definite. Let 1 J denote the matrix with 
1 on the places ss for s 9 J and 0 elsewhere. For t E R sufficiently large the matrix 
G + t 1 J is positive definite, and let tJ be the infimum of these t. Clearly tJ > 0 
and the matrix G + tJ1 J is positive semidefinite with nonzero kernel. By the 
Perron-Frobenius lemma [Hu, Section 2.61 the kernel is one dimensional and 
spanned by a vector xJ with all coordinates xJ,s > 0 for s E S. Now put 
CEJ := c XJ,sa, E v, <J := c xJ,& E V’. 
SES S!+J 
Then we have on the one hand (the brackets denote the bilinear form on V) 
((YJ,&) = 0 for SE J 
(aJ,%) = -tJXJ,s for S 6 J, 
and on the other hand (the brackets denote the pairing between V * and V) 
(<J,a,) = 0 for S E J 
(<J,%) = xJ,s for s 6 J. 
Hence (aJ,a) + (tJ<J,a) = 0 for all cx E V. In turn this implies <J E V’ and 
(t,(J) = -t;‘(aJ,tJ) = -ti’ &J XJ' s < 0. Finally the codimension of CJ as 
face of D and the codimension of CJ n Q’ as face of D rl V’ is equal, because the 
intersection CJ n V’ is transversal (immediate by induction on IJI). q 
Remark. Suppose the matrix G is indecomposable and has smallest eigenvalue 
< 0. If J c S such that GJ is positive semidefinite then it may happen that 
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CJ n V’ is empty. However it can be shown that there exist a proper subset I of S 
containing J and a vector <I E CT n V’ with (51, [I) 5 0. 
Definition. The matrix G is called hyperbolic if G is indecomposable, and the 
smallest eigenvalue of G is < 0, and all remaining eigenvalues of G are > 0. The 
(irreducible) Coxeter group ( W, S) with Coxeter matrix M is called hyperbolic if 
there exists a hyperbolic matrix G compatible with M. 
From now on assume that the matrix G is hyperbolic. The set (5 E P”; 
([,<) < 0) consists of two connected components, and the one containing the 
point & is denoted by Vi. 
Proposition. The open cone Vi is contained in U n V’. 
Proof. Let R = {w(as); w E W, s E S} be the (normalized) root system in V, 
and let R’ c V’ be the ‘restriction’ of R to V’. It is not hard to show (and for this 
G need not be hyperbolic) that R’ is a discrete subset of {< E V’; ([, I) = 2). In 
turn this implies that the reflection hyperplanes H, = {< E V’; (5, (Y) = 0) for 
o E R are locally finite on Vi. Now for < E V’ we have the familiar criterium: 
< E U if and only if the segment [Es, c] intersects only finitely many reflection 
hyperplanes H, for o E R. Hence V: is contained in U n V’. 0 
Theorem. The intersection CJ n V+’ is not empty if and only if the matrix GJ is 
positive definite, and in that case CJ fY Vl is a face of D n V_’ of codimension 1 JI. 
Proof. The stabilizer of [ E Vi in the Lorentz group 0( V’) = {g E GL( V’); g 
preserves (. , . )} is compact, and hence the stabilizer of < E Vi in W is finite (as 
the intersection of a compact with a discrete set). Hence if CJ n Vi is not empty 
then WJ is finite, which is equivalent with GJ being positive definite. The con- 
verse and the remaining part of the theorem follows from the first proposition of 
this section. q 
Now let H = {c E Vi; (5, <) = -1) be hyperbolic space. The hyperbolic 
Coxeter polytope D n H is a fundamental domain for the action of the group W 
on H. Moreover each action of an irreducible reflection group on hyperbolic 
space arises in this way. 
Conclusion. The Coxeter polytope D n H is compact if and only if CJ n V’ is 
empty for all J ‘$ S with GJ not positive definite. Also D n H has finite hyperbolic 
volume if and only if CJ n V’ is empty for all J ‘$ S with GJ indefinite. 
In some examples it can be cumbersome to check the above conditions. The 
results of this section are essentially due to Vinberg, and we refer to the nice 
survey paper [Vi] for a discussion of examples. 
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let (W, S) be an arbitrary Coxeter group, and write Pw(t) = C, te(“‘) for the 
Poincare series of ( W, S). The following formula due to Steinberg [St] gives an 
effective way of computing P W( t ) by induction on ISJ. 
Proposition. The Poincark series Pw(t) is a rationalfunction oft satisfying 
P&) = JCs,&&r (-V &. 
Proof. For X c W write P*(t) = CwEX tecw). If for J c S we write WJ := 
{w E W; [(ws) > e(w) Vs E J} for the minimal length representatives for the 
left cosets of WJ then P&t) = Pw,(t)PwJ(t). For J c S with WJ finite let N(J) 
be the length of the longest element w,-,(J) in WJ. If J(w) := 
{s E s; l(ws) < l(w)} f or w E W then w E W-‘wo(J) for some J c S with WJ 
finite precisely when J c J(w). We claim that 
,,s; finite (-l)‘J’P~J,,cJ,(t) = 1. 
I J 
Indeed the contribution of w E W to the sum on the left hand side equals 
c JCJ(W) (-lY’? which equals 0 unless J(w) is empty. But J(w) is empty pre- 
cisely when w = 1 and the contribution becomes 1. Now we have 
Pw(t) P,J,(,)(t) = w)P,J(t) = tX(-Q - = Pw(t) 
Pw,(t) Pw,(t-‘) ’ 
and the desired formula 
c (-1)lJ’ l = 1 
J C S, WJ finite pw,w’) Pw(t) 
follows. 0 
The theorem of the introduction follows by applying the reduction formula of 
Section 2 to the Coxeter polytope with finite hyperbolic volume. Combining the 
theorem of Vinberg of Section 3 with the above formula of Steinberg (evaluated 
at t = 1) indeed proves the desired formula. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
Suppose G is a discrete cocompact group of isometries of hyperbolic space 
H”. Fix a generic point x E H” with trivial stabilizer in G, and put 
D = {Y E H”; d(y,x) L d(y,gx) ‘v’g E G} 
with d the hyperbolic distance. The compact convex polytope D is a fundamental 
domain for the action of G on H”, and the set 
S = {g E G; g(D) n D has codimension one} 
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is a finite set of generators for G. Let 1= Cs denote the length function on G 
with respect o S. It was shown by Cannon that the growth series 
Pc,s(t) = c tQg) 
gEG 
is the power series around t = 0 of a rational function in t [Cal. Now it is a 
natural question whether the theorem from the introduction remains valid in 
the present situation. Although this seems to be quite often the case, there are 
counterexamples for dimension n = 2 [Pa, FP]. We refer to the latter paper for a 
further discussion of this problem. 
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